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Who doesn’t love a sunny day on the water? But when the sun is out all day every day, a bit of shade can be a
welcome relief. For that, we’ve built the Wajer 55 HT – the hard-top version of the esteemed Wajer 55. She’s
just as fast, comfortable and alluring as the open 55, but with the added benefit of a sliding roof that covers the
cockpit and part of the interior. Sun lovers, fear not. The sun pad out front and the lounge area in the back are
still sunny as ever. 

The Wajer 55 HT is a powerful yacht, that also looks the part. She’s the ideal companion for day- or weekend
trips full of adventure. The hardtop gives you a bit more shelter from the elements and adds to a more private
experience. The innovation and comfort level is the same as on the Wajer 55, with push button fender system,
automatic extendable swim platform that doubles as a gangway and a spacious and luxurious cabin with room to
sleep 4-6 people.

In developing the Wajer 55 HT we have done everything possible to place owners and their guests centre stage
and optimise the entire on board experience. Our goal was to create a powerful motorboat which marries a
sporty exterior with an exceptional degree of comfort and state-of-the-art innovations.

The Wajer 55 HT is very quiet and impressively powerful, with three 480 hp IPS650 Volvo Penta engines
operated via joystick drive. Her high-tech V-design hull, excellent balance and effective spray rails make for a
smooth and dry ride.

Specification

Designer  Wajer Yachts & Sinot Yacht Design

Length over all 16,01m

Hull beam 4,4m

Draft 1,2m

Weight 21kg

Displacement 21ton

Fresh water tank 418l

Waste water tank 200l

Fuel tank capacity 2.368l

Max engine power 1.950hp

CE-certification B

Berths 4-6

Maximum speed 36kt

Cruising speed 28kt

Motor range 450miles

Material Polyester

Length 12-15
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